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todo 
•  Meer health minder ander 
•  Criminal behavior er uit 
•  Sequencing string mutalyzer 
•  Zebrafish 
•  BioIT 
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What is Big Data? 



BIG DATA 
•  Definition van Tom White (2012) :  
     “Big Data is the term for a collection of data sets so large and 

complex that it becomes difficult to process using on-hand databases 
management tools or traditional data processing applications.” 

•  The challenges capture: 
1.  curation, 
2.  storage,  
3.  search, 
4.  sharing,  
5.  transfer,  
6. analysis,  
7.  visualization,   
8.  interpretation, 
9.  real-time     
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Where do we find Big Data? 



Starts simple: Technological advances allow us to gather data 
about many aspects of our lives 

 
 
 
 
 



Chess 
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•  Much research has been performed in computer chess  
•  DEEP BLUE (IBM) defeated the world champion Kasparov in 1997 
•  FRITZ defeated Kramnik (December 2006) 
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Higgs boson found at LHC 
4 July 2012 



8 100 petabytes collected so far 



Higgs particle 

The breakthrough of the century 
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NAR 2007 – 968 databases 

 Lots of Resources 



Traditional Bioinformatics 

12181 acatttctac caacagtgga tgaggttgtt ggtctatgtt ctcaccaaat ttggtgttgt    
12241 cagtctttta aattttaacc tttagagaag agtcatacag tcaatagcct tttttagctt    
12301 gaccatccta atagatacac agtggtgtct cactgtgatt ttaatttgca ttttcctgct    
12361 gactaattat gttgagcttg ttaccattta gacaacttca ttagagaagt gtctaatatt    
12421 taggtgactt gcctgttttt ttttaattgg gatcttaatt tttttaaatt attgatttgt    
12481 aggagctatt tatatattct ggatacaagt tctttatcag atacacagtt tgtgactatt    
12541 ttcttataag tctgtggttt ttatattaat gtttttattg atgactgttt tttacaattg    
12601 tggttaagta tacatgacat aaaacggatt atcttaacca ttttaaaatg taaaattcga    
12661 tggcattaag tacatccaca atattgtgca actatcacca ctatcatact ccaaaagggc    
12721 atccaatacc cattaagctg tcactcccca atctcccatt ttcccacccc tgacaatcaa    
12781 taacccattt tctgtctcta tggatttgcc tgttctggat attcatatta atagaatcaa  



  Taverna Workflow Components 

Scufl Simple Conceptual Unified Flow Language 



Social Sciences 
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-  Social-economic Ph.D theses from 1970 to 2000 are frequently 
“outdated” by BIG DATA developments. 
-  We now know that’s exactly what happened two years ago. For one week in January 2012, data 

scientists skewed what almost 700,000 Facebook users saw when they logged into its service. 
Some people were shown content with a preponderance of happy and positive words; some were 
shown content analyzed as sadder than average. And when the week was over, these manipulated 
users were more likely to post either especially positive or negative words themselves. 

 



 
Inflexion point 

 



But after a period of 
build-up: 

 
 
 

Inflexion point is when 
a complex system 

changes 
qualitatively 

 
 



Jeopardy! the game to play 19 

From Big Data to Knowledge 



Five Challenges and Improvements 
WATSON is bad in 
 
1.  Clues with a complex syntax 
2.  Clues with Art involved 
3.  Removing wrong answers that are 

submitted previously from its 
considerations 

4.  Not understanding the answers given 
by its opponents (embodiment) 

5.  Employing delaying tactics when 
answering (stalling) 
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Applications 
 IBM offered WATSON  to 

 
 - Columbia University Medical 
   Center 
   
 - University of Maryland School 
   of Medicine 

 
 In the Netherlands, IBM is negotiating on WATSON’s use 
by a large medical centre 

 
 In 2014, IBM is setting up a large research institute in 
New York (2000 researchers) 
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Real Time Bidding 



Successful Commerce requires Speed 
Even superficial profiling leads to surprisingly good results. 
 
For instance, when 
•  Looking for holiday destination 
•  Buying book online 
•  Searching for houses online 

→ Key is Commerce 
Requirements to ads: clear and fast 
Real-time bidding happens in 0.030 seconds 
This is necessary otherwise the Web visitor has left. 
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Is Big Data a Hype? 

 







 
Big Data Challenge: 

 
How to identify and extract relevant 

knowledge 
 



Technologies 
•  Business Intelligence 
•  Statistics 
•  High Performance Computing 
•  Machine Learning/Data Mining 
•  Knowledge Representation &  

Semantics 
•  Unstructured databases 
•  Natural Language processing 
•  Combinatorial Optimization 
•  Visualization 
•  Narrative Science 
•  Privacy  
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Applications 
1.  Safety (politics, military) 
2.  Public Safety (Live View)  Example 1 
3.  Commerce (ads) 
4.  Banking (money streams) 
5.  Health care   Example 2 
6.  Judiciary (CODR) 
7.  Waterway transport  Example 3 
8.  Communication (twitter, facebook) 
9.  Education (MOOC) 
10.  Sports    Example 4 
11.  Life Sciences   Example 5 
12.  Public governance 
13.  Warfare (Multi Agent Systems, Socio Cognitive Models) 

MOOC = Massive Open Online Courses 
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Public Safety 
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Data-driven policing DATA-DRIVEN POLICING
THE GUARDIAN: On 4 August 2005, the police department of 
Memphis, Tennessee, made so many arrests over a three-hour 
period that it ran out of vehicles to transport the detainees to jail. 
Three days later, 1,200 people had been arrested across the city – 
a new police department record. Operation Blue Crush was hailed a 
huge success. 

Larry Godwin, the city's new police director, quickly rolled out the 
scheme and by 2011 crime across the city had fallen by 24%. When 
it was revealed Blue Crush faced budget cuts earlier this year, there 
was public outcry. "Crush" policing is now perceived to be so 
successful that it has reportedly been mimicked across the globe, 
including in countries such as Poland and Israel. In 2010, it was 
reported that two police forces in the UK were using it, but their 
identities were not revealed. 

Crush stands for "Criminal Reduction Utilising Statistical History". 
Translated, it means predictive policing. Or, more accurately, police 
officers guided by algorithms. A team of criminologists and data 
scientists at the University of Memphis first developed the technique 
using IBM predictive analytics software. Put simply, they compiled 
crime statistics from across the city over time and overlaid it with 
other datasets – social housing maps, outside temperatures etc – 
then instructed algorithms to search for correlations in the data 
to identify crime "hot spots". The police then flooded those areas 
with highly targeted patrols. 

"It's putting the right people in the right places on the right day at the 
right time," said Dr Richard Janikowski, an associate professor in 
the department of criminology and criminal justice at the University 
of Memphis, when the scheme launched. 
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the department of criminology and criminal justice at the University 
of Memphis, when the scheme launched. 



Flu prediction from correlation with Google search results 
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Football Analytics 
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Pointers to Football Analytics 

•  http://world-cup-2014.squawka.com/netherlands-vs-costa-
rica/05-07-2014/world-cup/matches 
 

•  http://www.whoscored.com/Regions/155/Tournaments/13/
Netherlands-Eredivisie 
 

•  http://www.statsbomb.com/category/player-analytics/ 
 

•  http://www.fifa.com/worldcup/statistics/index.html 
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Anticipating Criminal Behaviour 

Promovendus Peter de Kock Berenschot 
Promotie 10 september 2014 in Tilburg 
Probleemstelling: 
“To what extent can a scenario model support 

lawenforcement agencies in the anticipation of criminal 
behaviour?” 

 
Research into Lone Wolves  

   Tristan van der Vlis en Anders Breivik 
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The twelve elementary scenario components 
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Resultaten 
 
(1) Categorisering 
 
(2) Vervolg Boston (april 2013) 
 
(3) Ondersteuning Narrative Science 
 
(4) Mogelijke toepassingen Jihad strijders 
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Health Data 





Health & Behavior 
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Do Health Campaigns work? 



Health & Behavior 
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Computational Turn: 
            From causality to correlation 

 
•  Sampling is no longer at stake. Nowadays data from big populations 

(Twitter feeds, clicking behavior, Facebook data) are important. 
•  Insight into causal relations has lost its importance at many places. 
•  Correlation (what works well and what not) has taken over priority. 

This development is called Computational Turn. 
•  Computational Turn asks for reflection from economics, law, social 

sciences, behavioral sciences, and philosophical perspectives. 
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Narrative Science 
BIG DATA:  - collection 

   - awareness 
   - usage 

 
How did it happen that way? 

   - generation of data (collection) 
   - visualization of data (Napoleon) 
   - narrative science (which story is in BIG DATA?  
      e.g., Wiki Leaks?) 
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Napoleon 
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Narrative science 
•  Finding the causes behind the correlations: make a story 
•  Examples:  

–  Boston April 2013 
–  Google Flu chart 
 

Future for AI:  
 

Reason about correlations to predict causations 
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52 

Big Data @ Leiden 
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Leiden Centre of Data Science 
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Leiden Centre of Data Science 
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Theoretical physics 

Leiden Centre of Data Science 
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Leiden Centre of Data Science 
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Leiden Centre of Data Science 
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Leiden Centre of Data Science 
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Data Mining 
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Leiden Centre of Data Science 



Leiden Centre of Data Science 
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Business Optimization 

Activities 



How is Big Data Changing Our World? 


